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Mr MELHEM: I also rise to speak on the Windfall Gains Tax and State Taxation
and Other Acts Further Amendment Bill 2021. The Andrews Labor government is
committed to keeping our tax system fair and competitive and continuing to deliver
for all Victorians, and the government is taking action to ensure high-end property
developers share their windfalls with local communities. As announced in the
2021–22 budget, the government will levy a windfall gains tax on rezoning
decisions that result in a land value increase of more than $100 000.
The windfall gains tax, which is currently scheduled to come into effect on 1 July
2023, will ensure that the community receive a fair share of the value produced by
government rezoning decisions. Landowners can currently receive significant
windfall gains when the value of their land increases as a result of government
actions, including decisions to rezone that land. The existing state taxation
mechanisms do not, in our view, capture an adequate share of these increases in
value. This is why the windfall gains tax will ensure that a fair part of the value
generated by a government decision to rezone land is invested in infrastructure and
improved services for the benefit of the entire community, not just the individuals
who suddenly as a result of a government decision receive a significant increase in
the value of their land. The bill will amend various taxation laws in order to
preserve the integrity and sustainability of the Victorian taxation system.
Now, there are a number of examples we can look at. I will give you an example.
We can look at the rezoning of Fishermans Bend, for example, which distributed an
enormous windfall to a few lucky landowners while leaving the state to foot the bill
for delivering a public infrastructure project at these newly inflated land values. I
think that is something this bill is trying to address. That is a classic one.
If landowners are lucky enough that their land is subject to subdivision, in the
normal course of events their land value will go through the roof and they will make
a significant amount. As part of that there is an existing taxation system and there
should be enough to pay for the infrastructure, whether it is roads, sewerage,
schools—all this infrastructure we need to put in place to make sure that the
community that are going to live there basically have all the amenities they need.
They are supposed to be self-sufficient. That will be really a good outcome so the
government does not have to—whether it is local government or state
government—invest a significant amount on top of that. It is all about sharing the
responsibility and the cost.
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This particular bill in most cases does not change the current taxation for most
properties. Where the change is is in that example I have just given: Fishermans
Bend. That is a classic example of where I think it is important that we do not finish
up, as taxpayers, with the people who own that land making hundreds of millions of
dollars in net profit. That is in addition to similar projects that might be happening
throughout the state. So in these sorts of cases I think it is fair and reasonable that
these landowners pay a fair price and we make sure they pay a fair price towards the
delivery of these amenities I talked about earlier.
There was some concern about whether that will affect other areas. For example,
people talked about whether it is going to affect, let us say, farming communities,
the family home et cetera. The bill has enough safety nets in place to make sure that
the family home, as well as beach houses and residential investment properties, will
be exempt from this tax, by enacting an exemption for residential land that includes
a dwelling fit for occupancy at the time of the rezoning, with the exemption
applying to up to 2 hectares of residential landholding and regardless of whether the
dwelling is the landowner’s primary place of residence. We also provide an
exemption for land that is rezoned to any rural zone other than the rural living zones
through rules, with the goal of exempting farmers who want to continue farming
their property when it is rezoned from one rural zone to another. Charities will also
be eligible for an exemption and will not have to pay any windfall gains tax liability
on their landholding.
So this bill we believe strikes the right balance, making sure we are not punishing,
with these examples I have just given, but making sure—going back to the
Fishermans Bend example—that the taxpayer is not going to end up footing the bill
for a significant amount of money to ensure the basic infrastructure that is required
to be delivered for the people who are going to live in these sorts of areas. We are
not going to pay that money instead of the landholders, who are going to walk away
with hundreds of millions of dollars because of a government decision to redevelop
that area into a residential area.
Now, there have been some claims, particularly by the opposition in their
contributions, that our land supply will decrease because of the windfall gains tax.
The answer to that is that it is simply untrue. It is not correct at all. The Department
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning undertake an annual land supply
assessment for metropolitan Melbourne as part of their urban development program.
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That basically goes to investigate the supply of greenfield residential land in
Melbourne’s growth areas, the pipeline of major residential redevelopment projects
in established areas and industrial land supply. From the most recent data from that
program it is estimated that between 18 and 25 years of land supply remains in the
growth areas alone. This does not include the rest of Melbourne; it is just the land
available in our largest urban renewal precincts like Fishermans Bend, where there
is a plan for 80 000 residents and 80 000 workers.
At the end of 2020 there will be enough land to develop approximately 352 600
retail lots for dwellings to be built on, and there are 227 000 lots already zoned for
residential use. At the end of 2020 there were an additional 40 185 proposed
greenfield lots in Melbourne growth areas, bringing the total for greenfield land
supply to 392 785 lots. So basically the allegation or the claim by the other side, or
the opposition, that that tax is going to actually reduce the capacity or supply of
residential lots in the state of Victoria is not true. There are nearly 400 000 lots,
which I mentioned. That came from a Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning report, which they do annually, so I think the numbers are there, and
that is taken over the next 25 years.
This bill is designed to make sure that landholders who gain significantly above
day-to-day trading, if you want to call it that, or in exceptional circumstances—I go
back to the Fishermans Bend example—pay their fair share. What is wrong with
that? Ms Patten I think mentioned some of the developers who basically in these
sorts of instances are saying, ‘We’re happy to do that. We think it’s a good thing’.
Now, as I said earlier, if you want to go and buy a new block of land, for example,
there is an amount that is earmarked that you have to pay. I do not think I have got
the right figures, but it is in the tens of thousands of dollars. That is set aside and
goes to Treasury to basically start delivering all these infrastructure programs, but
in some cases that might not be enough. The other case, which I talked about, is
where people as a result of a government decision are going to make squillions of
dollars, and I think it is fair and reasonable that they should pay that extra amount.
The other area where we are making some changes is that the Victorian budget
2020–21 proposes a 50 per cent land tax discount for qualifying developments. That
means eligible build-to-rent developments, completed and operational between 1
January 2021 and 31 December 2031, will now receive both a 50 per cent land tax
discount and a full exemption from the absentee owner surcharge for up to 30 years
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from 1 January 2022. That is another incentive to make sure there is enough supply
in the market for people to have affordable rent, which is now a real issue in
Victoria. We need to make sure that Victorians are able to access cheaper rent and
make sure there is enough supply, and we need to give incentives to developers to
develop residential apartments or houses to make sure we make them affordable.
Build to rent is a new approach. Hopefully that will work, but I think over the next
10 years there will be enough incentives to encourage developers to actually put in
place a new supply of real estate so people can access that market.
Now, a land tax exemption obviously will be continued for charity and not-forprofit organisations, so this will have no effect on them. I think there were some
suggestions that men’s sheds would be affected by this. Well, I will give the news
to people: that is not the effect or the impact of this legislation. In addition to that,
this bill is designed to maintain fairness, integrity and sustainability in the taxation
system, making amendments related to charitable exemptions and making sure that
land leased for outdoor sporting, recreational and cultural purposes is exempt.
I will finish off by saying this: I think the opposition—Mr Davis—talked about this
bill being about another tax, another opportunity for us to grab additional revenue et
cetera. But they failed to actually address the key points in the bill. We are talking
about specific occasions where, going back to the Fishermans Bend example, if
your land value today is worth $1 million, and then as a result of a government
decision to basically rezone that land overnight your $1 million property is suddenly
worth $10 million, $20 million or $50 million, there is a lot of windfall in there. So
as a result of that, if we say to that landholder, ‘We want you to pay additional tax
to help in developing the infrastructure’, what is wrong with that? That is fair and
reasonable. It is all about making sure that everybody pays their fair share. That is
what we are asking in this bill. With these comments I commend the bill to the
house.

